ABSTRACT

Dog Leg Severity (DLS) had been used for many decades as recommendations to drill oil and gas wells and to provide “trouble free” operating conditions. Many of these recommendations were historically based on vertical, shallow (<5000 ft.) deep wells. But as wells continued to be drilled deeper, the recommendations were still applied. With the current drilling and operating practices of deviated and/or horizontal wells, these recommendations may no longer be applicable. Additionally, the deviation measurement interval (degrees/100 ft.) also may no longer be accurate when trying to match downhole problems using existing rod string design software. Furthermore, as wells have become deeper and many now also exclusively are drilled as deviated/horizontal, side loading (SL) may be a more appropriate condition to be used to determine problems. This paper will review the historic DLS recommendations, provide insight on deviation measurement interval, discuss the importance of SL, and provide new recommendations for drilling wells that should provide better, longer term, less problematic operating wells. This paper also should be considered a compendium of knowledge, experiences, operating and testing results that have been presented at various industry workshops, schools, papers, presentations, and schools conducted by the authors over the past 10+ years specifically related to DLS, SL, Drilling and operating Sucker Rod Lifted (SRL) vertical, deviated and horizontal wells.

Introduction

For many years it was recommended that the Drilling Department try to drill vertical wells with limited Dog Leg Severity (DLS) or deviation per a typical 100-foot interval of well depth. This deviation was recommended to be less than 1 degree/100ft. However, it was not always possible to obtain this limited well bore deviation, especially as well depths increased from a few thousand feet (shallow wells) to at moderate depth of 5,000 to 7,000 feet. These depths also reflect the continued industry change to drill deeper wells with time which became more difficult to hold these wellbore deviation tolerances.

Guidelines were then developed to provide more practical well bore deviations. The following rules of thumb (ROT) guidelines have been recommended for many decades for drilling vertical wells. An added comment associated with operating the well over the producing sucker rod lifted well’s life within the deviation limits is also shown.

- Deviation 0 to 3 degrees/100 ft. – no “problem”
- Deviation 3 to 5 degrees/100 ft. – increased wear & friction
- Deviation >5 degrees/100 ft. – will have problems

While these higher deviations may cause or have caused problems, this does not mean that these wells cannot be operated. In fact, there have been wells that have been rod pumped with local wellbore deviations more than 30 degrees/100 ft. But to operate these higher deviated wells required extra precautions may be necessary such as the use of centralizers or that there will probably be increased operating cost due to increased failures, decreased run time/life, etc. Additionally, while these deviation conditions have been associated with the Sucker Rod Lift artificial lift technique, these ROT have practical effects for other forms of artificial lift.

Drilling Considerations

Over the past few years as deeper and deeper wells have been drilled and drilling has been or will be typically done from pads, these ROT wellbore deviation guidelines may not be the only considerations
(see Figure 1). While there have been many wellbore trajectories developed to reach deeper depths and different producing zones from the same well pad, these plans should be discussed with the whole well team since mock up drilling deviation plans could be checked by computer programs to see if there could be improved drilling plans that may reduce deviations and associated side loads, especially at or near the surface where the highest sucker rod string loads are applied. These higher loads will naturally cause increased side loads for the same wellbore deviation as the same deviation occurring deeper in the well with less rod string load. Instead the SL may be a more appropriate condition to consider once the well has been drilled and the wellbore deviation has been developed.

Wear Considerations
Most operators have used normal casing deviation surveys conducted with the deviation point at an interval of 100-feet. Operating practices, especially downhole wear of the tubing (hole in tubing – HIT), rod wear and possibly related failure and/or coupling wear have been used to determine actual operating conditions versus just relying on the deviation survey. However, over time, a number of computer design programs, primarily for sucker rod string designs, have been developed that allowed the deviation survey and resulting DLS to be estimated. More recently, a number of computer program have also added the capability to calculate and estimated side load based on the downhole deviation times the applied rod string load.

This progression in technology is further evidenced by a recent paper from ConocoPhillips coal bed methane gas wells operated in the San Juan Basin (ref. 1). These were relatively shallow (<4000 ft) but many S-shaped drilled. Figures 2 to 5 show many different aspects from their operational experience. These showed a comparison of DLS and SL from the deviation survey, rod pumping speed versus side load, run-time (years) versus side load and the resulting HIT failure at a depth of approximately 1650 ft in a constant build section of the well where SL was <50 pounds. Conventional practices indicated that rod guides should not be required with this amount of SL, but this ROT was based on vertical wellbores where rod on tubing wear would be minimal. However, in the constant build section, the rods were always in contact with the tubing and even with this low SL, caused a HIT for the unguided portion. Subsequently, guides were installed on these sections. These results also provided that with SL of approximately 200 pounds, adequate (~10 year run times) were possible. However, the wells could still be operated with over three to four year run times with side loads of approximately 400 to 450 pounds.

The conventional design recommended practices of assuming 50 pounds of SL could be accommodated per each rod guide would then anticipate the normal practice of four guides per rod (for up to the 200 pound of load) and up to eight or possibly nine or ten guides per rod for the highest SL (depending on the rod guide design recommendations).

The published results combined with many years of operating experience and some unpublished wear testing results have developed the following recommendations on DLS and SL wear for sucker rod lifted wells

- Design assuming 50 pound of side load per guide can be accommodated and provide adequate runtime
- Wells drilled with 100 to 200 pounds of SL can operate for relatively long time (10 years or more) using four guides per rod
- This amount of SL (and the original DLS) could be considered a Drilling well design recommendation and the wellbore plan should be checked using rod design programs before the well is drilled
- DLS and resulting SL higher than 200 pound can still be operated but runtime will be decreased with increasing side load
- Selection of the rod guide materials and guide design are also critical to run time and reducing downhole problems
- Materials that worked at shallower wells and lower downhole temperatures may not work at deeper wells with higher bottom hole temperatures
- Additionally, the produced fluids, including gases that might be present (H₂S, for example) and having different concentrations may affect the guide material
• So, what “worked” to provide adequate runtime in one well may not necessarily work in a different well, even in the same field

**Deviation Survey Considerations**
Since the calculations for DSL and related SL are dependent on the downhole wellbore deviation survey, the questions that must be asked are: how accurate were prior drilling surveys and can improvements be made to obtain better results? Related to these then are the questions as to when, during/after drilling or when the well is in production, and where, in casing or tubing, should the survey be obtained? Finally, there is the question, is there an optimum sample spacing interval?

A field example on the importance of answering these questions can be seen in the following data. The background is a well had multiple failures at a depth of approximately 475 feet. A DLS and related SL calculation was obtained using the “in-casing” gyro survey conducted with the normal 100-foot spacing interval. The problem that occurred was that there was not a good match between the actual downhole location of the failures versus the calculated, maximum SL.

Newer technology digital deviation survey was obtained with a one-foot deviation interval but then the DLS/SL were calculated using different deviation intervals. Table I shows the calculated SL comparing the well depth using a commercially available rod string design program where side loads exceeded the minimum of 50 pounds for the various intervals. It is interesting to note that the maximum SL was obtained for the interval of 25 ft at the approximate depth of 475 ft. This is the approximate location where the failures were occurring. It should also be noted that as data spacing interval was increased, the well depth where the maximum occurred was shifted downward. Additionally, the maximum SL value was reduced. Finally, if too wide an interval was used, the change in DLS/SL was shown not to be significant.

A more recent investigation of the deviation interval compared the location of SL with well depth and the magnitude of the calculated resulting side load when both low- and high-resolution deviation survey intervals were used. It should be noted that the location of the various peaks of SL were in the approximate same location however the magnitudes and the maximum SL at approximately 500 feet was missed for the 100-foot spacing compared to over 350 pounds of SL when 1 foot intervals were used. A precaution should be considered is that the computer program must be able to allow the various data intervals to be incorporated into the program calculations. For this well example, when 100-foot spacing was provided for the 10,000-foot deep well, only 100 data points were entered but for the 1-foot interval, 10,000 points of data had to be entered. Thus, the rod string design program needed to be able to make the calculation using this high number of points.

The following summarizes the various observations of the deviation survey data collection intervals.
• Deviation intervals using degrees per 100 ft. do not appear to provide the most accurate effect of the local deviation
• The best match to where the actual well failures were occurring using higher resolution data intervals
• It may be best to obtain a detailed digital deviation survey at 1-foot intervals then process the resulting deviation data at 30-foot intervals (depending on the allow deviation points for the rod string design program)
• There also may be relaxation in the SL maximum magnitude effect since the tubing string will temper some of the casing deviation and should reduce the maximum SL. (However, field examples should be obtained to verify if this occurs.)

**Excessive Downhole Friction**
Dynamometer analyses considering excessive downhole friction that sufficiently impacted pump action are shown in Figures 7 to 10. These analyses provided an equivalent match of rod stretch spring constant, Kr - lbs/in, employing a procedure to reduce the length of the sucker rod string to account for the depth rods from the surface to the down hole location where the dog-leg created mechanical friction is applied to a point in the rod string. Reducing the rod string length increases the rod stretch spring constant, a greater Kr indicates a stiffer rod string as the rod string length from the surface to a point becomes shorter and the force required to stretch the rod string 1 inch increases.
Fig. 7 is an example surface and pump dynamometer card for a well having excessive downhole mechanical friction applied to the rod string. The diagnostic wave equation calculated 15,715 lbs pump card load range is 48% greater than the expected pump load of 10,610 lbs due to the differential pressure acting across the pump plunger. A 142 lbs/in composite Kr for the entire rod string is calculated based on the rod string taper, shown for the Rod String in the Well Table II:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rod Type</th>
<th>Top Taper</th>
<th>Taper 2</th>
<th>Taper 3</th>
<th>Taper 4</th>
<th>Taper 5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Length</td>
<td>3162.00</td>
<td>4125.00</td>
<td>3025.00</td>
<td>32.50</td>
<td>300.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diameter</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>0.875</td>
<td>0.750</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>1.500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weight</td>
<td>9145.1</td>
<td>9124.4</td>
<td>4910.9</td>
<td>94.0</td>
<td>1958.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 8 is the same well’s surface and pump dynamometer card shown in Fig. 7 except the pull rod for the pump parted and no load is being applied to the rod string by the pump (even though the diagnostic calculated pump card load on the upstroke is +5000 lbs and the diagnostic calculated pump card load on the down stroke is -5000 lbs). In this well the measured surface loads are created due to excessive down hole mechanical friction force being applied to the rod string at some unknown distance from the surface. The pull rod at the pump parted. Based on the measured surface loads the rod string part appears to be at the pump with the entire rod string still attached because the average of the horse shoe load cell measured surface dynamometer loads is equal to the weight of rods in fluid. The Kr slope on the right and left side of the surface dynamometer card is equal to 1470 lbs/inch ((27430-16670)/7.27) and is shown by a line drawn between the two points circled on the left side of the surface dynamometer card load versus position plot. The depth along the rod string to the point of the application of the excessive down hole mechanical friction force is where the measured surface Kr equals the Kr calculated from the surface down the rod string (Measured Kr = Rod Kr). The Rod Kr is determined by removing a portion of the rod string from the bottom and re-calculating Rod Kr for the remaining rod string from the surface to the new end of the rod string. The step by step removal of rod segments from the bottom toward the top is a quick technique to determine the depth to the point of the application of the excessive down hole mechanical friction force. Fig. 9 shows the calculated rod spring constant of 1479 lbs/in at a depth of 1350 feet from the surface in the 1 inch sucker rod string section and Rod Kr closely matches the 1470 lbs/in Measured Kr determined from the surface dynamometer loads versus position plot. At the 1350 foot calculated depth from the surface where the Rod Kr equals the Measured Kr represents the location of the down hole severe mechanical force application in the tubing and the location of a severe dog-leg in wellbore profile should be expected near this depth. Fig. 10 shows a diagnostic calculated pump card load of 12,000 lb mechanical force is being applied to the rod string at a depth 1350 feet from the surface. This 12,000 lbs friction force is much larger than expected and the total load applied at the 1350 depth is the weight of the rods in fluid plus the mechanical friction force due to the dog-leg. Inspection of the deviation survey Fig. 11 on 100 foot intervals shows at a measured depth of 1371 feet the dogleg severity to be 1.96 deg/100 ft. The location of the severe mechanical force being applied to the rod string can be accurately determined by finding the depth to where the measured Kr is equal to the Kr calculated.

When the pump card sides slopes “backwards” (Fig. 8) then that “backwards” slope is the indication of a mechanical static friction force acting on the sucker rods, but not at the pump. The “backwards” slope is result of the wave equation calculating what the up hole mechanical friction force should look like if the mechanical static friction force were applied at the pump. If the sucker rod string (Fig. 10) used in the wave equation to calculate the pump card are removed from the bottom of the rod string, then the “backwards” slope of the pump card will become a vertical load at the length of rods where the mechanical friction force is applied. As the rod string length is shortened, the Rod Kr line will become steeper and match the slope of the surface dynamometer card when the length of rods are shortened to equal the depth to the point where the mechanical static friction force is applied.

Conclusions and Recommendations
Severe doglegs in the upper sections of any well should be avoided because the increased mechanical friction forces due to the dogleg severity will result in increased failures and high operating cost. Mechanical forces applied to the rod string by a severe dog-leg are normally large, if the sticking/drag occurs near the surface where the rod loadings are large. It should be noted that the excessive friction
example showed that a DLS of less than 2 degrees/100-ft could be sufficient for much deeper wells that fluid production would not occur. Thus, a new Table III has been developed providing DLS recommendations for current generation, deeper, vertical and/or deviated/horizontal wells. However, these numbers still reflect the need to have better drilling control shallower in the well where the applied rod string loads would be greater.

- Drilling design/wellbore profile have a major impact on Sucker Rod Lift systems
- Normal consideration includes:
  - pump depth vs. reservoir depth,
  - production rate,
  - casing – tubing size and downhole separation
  - pump type
  - pumping parameters, S, N, Fo/SKr, No/No’
- Added considerations includes:
  - impact of side loads, friction, dynamic effects on up and down stroke, buckling, wear, etc.
- It is best that the natural work team (drilling, completions, reservoir, production and facilities) are all involved in the determination of the well drilling profile and the resulting expectation for the various fluids production rates
- This may require running computerized rod string design programs with multiple well configurations to determine best drilling time, cost, and layout to provide the best downhole separation and least production problems over the entire time in production
  - But, remember, software programs are only a tool (see SWPSC papers on Sandia work), may not be highly accurate, and require weighing the well after installation
- While new recommended DLS are less than (pre)historic, it must be remembered that these R0Ts originally were developed based on the “shallow” and “Vertical” wells drilled at that time and did not consider the effect of well/string depth and rod loads
- SL recommendations for drilling based on rod string design program are to keep SL less than 200 pounds per rod
- Based on field example from Ref. 1, this may result in runtime of >10 years
- However, these results were obtained from the use of rod guides assuming 50 pounds per rod
- The amount of load per guide is different for various guide designs, materials, but typically for 200-pound SL, then a minimum of 4 guides per rod should be used
- While we can’t necessarily limit the amount of DLS and/or SL based on actual drilling, higher resulting side loads may require more guides per rod (up to about 8 or 10 depending on manufacture and guide design)
- While very high SL (~ >450 pounds) may be encountered, then resulting higher SL per guide may be greater than 50 pounds
- Some unpublished guide wear testing was obtained with applied load as much as ~450 pounds per guide but resulted in less than 4-year runtime
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Table I. Side Loads Greater than 50# At Various Depths & Data Stations/Intervals

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Depth</th>
<th>25'</th>
<th>50'</th>
<th>75'</th>
<th>100'</th>
<th>150'</th>
<th>200'</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>475'</td>
<td>68.0</td>
<td>58.7</td>
<td>-----</td>
<td>-----</td>
<td>-----</td>
<td>-----</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>500'</td>
<td>57.6</td>
<td>57.4</td>
<td>59.2</td>
<td>62.2</td>
<td>-----</td>
<td>-----</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>525'</td>
<td>-----</td>
<td>-----</td>
<td>59.2</td>
<td>62.2</td>
<td>-----</td>
<td>-----</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 1 Example of various well plans considered for drilling from one pad.

Figure 2. Well plan, deviation survey and associated side load for example, shallow CBM well. Ref. 1 – fig. 3
Figure 3. Effect of rod pumping speed and obtained side load in studied deviated CBM wells. Ref. 1 – fig. 4

Figure 4. Effect of side load on runtime and/or well failure for example CBM wells. Ref 1 – fig 5
Figure 5. DLS, resulting side load and noted hole in tubing failure at approx. 1650 ft were constant build was developed but rod guides were not considered since SL was approx. 50 pounds.

Figure 6. Gyro survey spacing interval and calculated side load comparing low resolution data collected at 100-foot interval to the high resolution data obtained with a 1 foot spacing. Ref. 2
Figure 7 – Excessive Mechanical Friction Force

Figure 8 – Pull Rod Parts at the Pump

Figure 9 – Kr Measured Equals Kr Calculated

Figure 10 – Rod Load at Depth of 1350 Feet
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Figure 11. Deviation survey and resulting DLS at the depth providing excessive friction.

Table III. Recommended DLS limits for deeper vertical and deviated/horizontal wells showing more restrictive DLS than historic that varies with well depth to avoid excessive friction and inadequate pump action.

### Recommended Dogleg Severity Limits to Control Drilling a Wellbore

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dogleg Severity (Deg)</th>
<th>Wellbore Location Above Kickoff</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>&lt; 0.50</td>
<td>0 to 1,500 feet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt; 1.00</td>
<td>1,500 feet to 25% of distance to Kickoff</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt; 1.25</td>
<td>25 to 50% of distance to Kickoff</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt; 1.50</td>
<td>50 to 75% of distance to Kickoff</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt; 2.50</td>
<td>75% to 50 feet above top of pump</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt; 1.00</td>
<td>50 feet above top pump to Kickoff</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Use predictive rod design software to limit the degree of Dogleg Severity to calculated side loading acting on a 25 foot rod will be less than 200 lbs.